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King Sean, House von Dehn <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com> Wed, Jul 17, 2024 at 1:27 PM
To: SERVICE@canadapost.ca

To whom this Presentment may be Gifted,

Second and Final Notice of Civil and Criminal Liability:  Federal Mail
Fraud, Interfering with Justice, Conspiracy and Collusion to Engage in
Fraud

You are FRAUDULENTLY Claiming to have delivered a package to Me, You own receipt (evidence) Shows the package
could not possibly have been delivered as stated on the 'proof of delivery' unless You are able to alter the space time
continuum and there is an alternate, parallel universe where 'King Sean, House von Dehn' is the same as 'D. Cote' with
respect to Signing for receipt of delivery of REGISTERED Mail.

You are making a false statement and REFUSING to correct the information on the public Record, REFUSING to provide
Me with the full names of individuals working for Canada Post responsible for the FRAUD, and advising Me to contact the
sender when YOU are claiming to have delivered something I don't have?  How is the sender of the package liable?  You
are liable for claiming the documents were received by Me when You damn well they were not!  

Furthermore, I can't very well contact the 'sender' if You are not going to tell Me who the 'sender' is, can I?  

How infuriating do You think this is?  Some One is claiming to have served Me with papers I do not have.  Only YOU can
explain why the Signature doesn't match the name of the intended recipient, only YOU can explain why You are claiming to
have delivered the package a day before it was processed at the Post O�ce, only YOU can make sense as to why Your
receipt is showing the package was received TWICE, and only You can tell Me who it was that Signed for My package. 
Only YOU can explain why a waybill was left in My mailbox without any attempt to deliver to My door as You PROMISE to
do for REGISTERED MAIL DELIVERY.

The whole point to REGISTERED MAIL is to ensure the package IS received by the intended recipient, not some stranger
with no relation to the package signing for delivery.  Finally, YOUR agent was the one to tell Me that it had not been resent
to My address (which is what I was originally told), but had been returned to sender.  How can an agent know this while
My receipt says it was delivered to ME, not once, but TWICE.

All I Wish for You to do, is CORRECT THE INFORMATION ON THE RECEIPT!!!!  You were able to update the tracking record
with all kinds of FALSE INFORMATION, so why can't You just correct the record so that the receipt SHOWS that the
Signature is invalid and the package was returned to sender.

I don't CARE that I didn't receive the package - I am furious that YOU are claiming that I did.  That is a LIE which is FRAUD
and interfering with My federal mail delivery in FRAUD.  I need to know why You allowed some One by the name of 'D. Cote'
to Sign for My package.

These are straightforward questions and this whole ordeal has wasted a considerable amount of My time.  As stated
previously, all I am as King for is for an apology and for the RECORD to be corrected.  YOU need to let the sender know
that I did NOT receive this package and update Your Records so that You are not making fraudulent claims against Me.  I
am liable for property You are claiming I have, so YOU are liable to Me, not the sender.  I also have no Way to contact the
sender because You don't Wish to tell Me who it is, which is withholding information necessary for the purpose of
litigation and extremely unprofessional.

If You don't �x this, I Will �le a Claim against Canada Post into Canada's Superior Court.  You have an additional twenty-
four hours grace before You Will be Noted in Default, tacitly conceding that all claims made against You in these emails is
True and accurate.  Once You are noted in Default, Judgment may (and Will) be made against You without any further



Notice to You.  You Will be liable to Me in the amount of $100,000.00 CA if I am compelled to �le My Claim into a court of
competent jurisdiction.

You are hereby served,

Have a Blessed day,

King Sean, House von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen,
The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean
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